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OVERVIEW
We are heading into event season with uncertainty around the ability to host in-person events at full
capacity or even at all. These events play an important role for athletics departments, as they serve
as a “kick-off” to the athletic season, foster camaraderie among attendees and staff and, of course,
generate critical revenue by creating new donor relationships and further cementing existing ones.
Most of our partners have events such as fan fests, “Meet the Coaches” gatherings, donor galas and
other fan or donor-facing events planned over the next 90 days. Our team at CaringCent is supporting
our partner schools’ transformation of these events into either partly or fully digital experiences.
Together, we are focusing on creating compelling experiences that generate equivalent (or even
greater) donation returns when compared to previous in-person events.
Over the last four months, your fans and donors have earned a graduate level
degree in productive, virtual communication! On our end, we have accumulated best
practices from our direct experience with your colleagues and from our work with our
nonprofit partners.
In the following pages, our team has highlighted some of the most important best practices to
maximize the impact of two virtual event types: free events and ticketed/donation-based events.
With the right incentives, advanced messaging, event format and technology, both of these
virtual event types have the potential to generate considerable engagement, donations and new
development leads! You’ll be surprised by how many new supporters you reach by exposing event
registration beyond in-market participants! On the flip-side, just like with in-person events, these
virtual events need to be carefully managed and executed to maximize impact!
Our partners are realizing the benefits of meaningfully engaging with out-of-market supporters
in a turnkey fashion through virtual events. As we hopefully return to a new normal in 2021, our
expectation is that the impact of virtual events on development from out-of-market supporters will be
one of the positives we take from the challenges of the past year.

LETS GET STARTED
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CHOOSING AN EVENT TYPE:
FREE/OPEN OR TICKETED
The first decision to make is the type of event you will virtually hold. Do you want to recreate a
ticketed event such as a gala, typically attended by established supporters? Or do you prefer to hold
an open event which will generate exposure to new supporters but likely will not generate as much
immediate revenue? Or why not do both over the remainder of the calendar year!
The benefit of an open or free event is the ability to capture new leads who may not have attended a
ticketed event. You will likely have a portion of your established supporters attend the event as well,
so you should also have an easy way to promote donations.
Most likely, a closed or ticketed event will primarily include donors known to you who are conditioned
to donate. The key in a virtual version of a ticketed event is to create the same incentives virtually
that create the motivation to give more. The right format and technology can create these same
competitive and behavioral triggers to get your attendees giving!
The event type you select drives the content you’ll want to include in a virtual event. An open event is
best limited to 60 minutes while a virtual ticketed event can run up to 90 minutes if properly organized
(see below).

LEADERSHIP AND COACHES:

You know who the big personalities are in your department that your supporters want
to hear from! Make sure they’re part of the program. If you have a known radio or TV
personality, he or she can serve as the emcee or interviewer.

INTERVIEWS WITH FAMOUS ALUMNI:

Who are the recent draft picks available to join as a highlighted guest or perhaps a
mystery guest? Do you have former student-athletes who have served as frontline
heroes during the response to Covid-19 that you can highlight?
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BEHIND THE SCENES TOURS:

Do you have a new facility or a part of a facility that most supporters can’t access but
would like to? You can pre-record this tour and then take questions during the event.

MUSIC ACTS OR ENTERTAINMENT DURING
“COMMERCIAL BREAKS”:

Do you have local musical acts that can perform remotely or include school trivia
through polling options.

INTERACTIVE FEATURES:

These events should not be one-directional but should solicit comments and
questions from viewers and acknowledge their participation. This engagement is
easily supplied through smart technology.

THEMED DELIVERY/TAKE-OUT DINNER OPTIONS
FROM A BUSINESS PARTNER:

With a ticketed event and a restaurant partner, you can provide registered guests in
advance with a “coupon” to order in dinner during the event.

We support our clients with planning, technology and service to optimize both events
types but, if you’re not a CaringCent partner, we want to layout some DIY options for
making the most of these events on your own.
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BEST PRACTICES:
OPEN EVENT
Hosting an open event will give you the opportunity to connect to a large audience that is filled with
both veteran donors and, perhaps more importantly, new leads. With the right strategy, an open
event can optimize your short-term and long-term fundraising by both generating dollars during the
event and capturing new development leads for future donations. In this latter category, you’ll have
the opportunity to make your first “live” impression with a large swath of supporters that are largely
located out-of-market. The ideal open event format provides ample opportunity to impress upon new
eyeballs the impact student-athletes are making on campus and beyond.
The following recommendations highlight some of the best practices to capture both leads and
donations during a free virtual event.

DIGITAL HOSTING METHOD:

YouTube and Facebook Live are the two streaming services that your audience will
be most familiar with. Any friction in access will diminish participation. Make sure the
event details and access points (such as your main athletics Facebook page) are
clearly listed on all communications.

LEAD GENERATION:

You’ll have lots of new eyeballs on an open virtual event which means the opportunity
to capture new development leads. Who’s watching!? Raffle prizes with a Text 2
Connect feature is a powerful way to capture leads. Here’s how Text 2 Connect
works: you establish a text term, such as GoTeam, which a user texts to an assigned
number. In return, the user receives a link that includes a custom sign-up link which
captures their name, email and even a photo of how they’re watching the event.
Eligibility for a cool raffle prize is the carrot for participating in Text 2 Connect. You can
promote the Text 2 Connect appeal through an on-screen scroller and by having your
video participants (emcees, coaches, administrators) consistently mention the appeal
throughout the event.
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ADD INTERACTIVE COMPONENTS:

Throughout the event, your emcee should solicit feed-back from viewers by posting
to your social accounts. Ideally, your social feed (in a moderated fashion) should flow
through the video stream akin to a ticker. Communication staff should identify the
best comments and questions from social and provide to the emcee to include during
the broadcast or ask the appropriate coach. In addition, you can solicit questions
for coaches or administrators via social media prior to the event. This approach will
increase viewership as individuals who submitted questions will tune-in to see if their
questions are asked live. In addition, you can provide a giveaway to viewers whose
question is asked during the event.

DONATIONS:

You’ll also have a number of established donors and some of your new audience
ready to make a donation. We recommend establishing a unique donation page
for the event that has a short URL that viewers will remember when they hear
it mentioned during the broadcast. If possible, your streaming tickler should
automatically mention viewers who made donations on your telecast. This feature
creates momentum during the broadcast, such as “Dan H: $75.00.” In addition, the
confirmation screen from your Text 2 Connect platform can include the donation link.
We supported several of our partner schools with this type of donation technology
during their events, focusing on scholarship club memberships.

DESIGNATE MOMENTUM DONORS!

If you plan to solicit donations during a free event, then we also recommend creating
momentum during your appeal! As you would in an in-person event, make sure to
enlist momentum donors that make donations early in the process. In this format,
10 small donations are better than 2 larger donations, as you don’t want your new
viewers to feel as if a smaller donation is not appropriate!
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EVENT FOLLOW-UP:

You will likely capture a significant number of new leads during this event. First, you’ll
need to identify which leads are really “new” by comparing this lead list with your
existing donor and ticket lists. For those new leads, we recommend quickly wealthscreening these leads to identify their ability to give. E-mail follow-up to this group
within the first 72 hours of the event is important as you do not want the “afterglow”
from the event to dissipate before these new leads personally hear from you. If you do
have the ability to wealth screen and segment following the event, prospective donors
with the ability to make major gifts should receive a more personalized note perhaps
from your AD or other senior leader. This email follow-up is also a good place to
include a short survey to identify which features your viewers found most compelling
along with areas of improvement.

Beware of Text 2 Give Offerings!

These solutions take a meaningful percentage of donations processed and provide little
benefit. Your existing donation page is likely mobile optimized already so there’s no
reason to give away percentage points of a donation to this type of solution.
You can create a “home-made” Text 2 Give offering by including the URL for your
donation page through a Text 2 Connect solution.

BEST PRACTICES:
TICKETED EVENT
Ticketed events refer to dinners or galas that you intended to hold that included a donation
requirement to attend. With the uncertainty surrounding social distancing requirements in the coming
months, virtual galas or dinners create the opportunity to capture the donation revenue and donor
relationship equity that might otherwise be lost through canceling events. If you’ve moved your inperson events to later in the calendar year, we recommend capitalizing on this virtual environment
by holding a virtual gala or event that focuses on out-of-market supporters that will not attend your
re-scheduled in-person event. With this approach, you’ll generate additional revenue and goodwill
and accrue experience in hosting a virtual gala should you need to hold another virtual event if your
in-person event ultimately is canceled.
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As we return to a new normal in 2021, we strongly recommend gaining familiarity with virtual ticketed
events such that they become part of your standard development playbook in the years ahead.
Just as with in-person events, attention to detail and consistent engagement are key contributors
to the success of a virtual ticketed fundraiser. Here are some suggestions for maximizing the
engagement and revenue from a ticketed event:

PRICING:

Typically, ticketed events include a donation level that partly reflects benefits such
as dinner and entertainment. In a virtual format, you have the opportunity to provide
equivalent – if not better – entertainment value than an in-person event. For example,
in this format, you can include a “sneak peek tour” of a new facility that has yet to
be opened to the public or special access to a high-profile coach or alumnus. We
recommended reducing per ticket (or table) donation amounts based on the reduction
in value you’re providing. For example, if you’re collaborating with a business sponsor
to provide order-in meal coupons, you would charge more than if your attendees are
eating on their own.
The donation fee is also a function of the “swag” that you may provide with
registration. Attendees highly value unique gifts. The events of this past year have
certainly been unique. You have the opportunity to market your “first” virtual gala
and should use this precedent setting event to include swag that highlights this
uniqueness. For example, you can include custom face coverings with team logos or
gear that highlights the first “virtual gala.”
Lastly, the available increase in donation revenue through digital giving is the true
upside of a digital event. Thus, you want your attendees to feel as if the registration
donation is a “value” so they are excited to donate during your silent and live auctions.

FORMAT:

Zoom, with “Breakout Room” feature. By now, we’re all Zoom ninjas. And, your
attendees likely are as well. The Zoom “Breakout Room” feature can allow a virtual
“table” type set-up akin to registering a table for an in-person event. All break-out
rooms can view the main program; however, this set-up allows your speakers, such
as coaches or your AD, to “visit” tables individually throughout the event – just as they
would during an in-person event.
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ONLINE REGISTRATION:

A significant amount of registration for in-person events occurs via check or
paper registration. Now is the time to go fully online. We recommend setting up a
registration page that enables individual and group or table registration – eg. I register
my table and name each table attendee and provide their emails. This process should
also include the option to buy raffle tickets for your virtual raffle (you should effectively
highlight these items during your outbound promotion).
The landing page following registration (where registrants “land” after they hit submit
on registration) should include a direct link to your online auction (see below) so
that registrants can review your items (and begin bidding!). Another offer that you
might utilize involves having both regular admission and a VIP package that costs
extra. Some things that you could include in the VIP package might be a grab bag
filled with school spirit wear/gear, a separate zoom meeting with certain members of
the athletic department, say the Athletic Director/Coach/Athlete, or a separate “after
party” that has exclusive content. Whatever you decide, considering these strategies
could provide you a great opportunity to allow your attendees the option to pay while
offering them exclusive items/experiences.
The registration process should send a confirmation email that includes the link to
the auction site and the donation page to purchase additional raffle tickets. These
confirmation emails should go to all of the named registrants. For example, if an
individual registers an entire table, all table attendees should receive the confirmation
email. Your team should track the opening of these emails and augment with
outbound phone calls prior to the event

EVENT PRE-HYPE:

Engaging event “pre-hype” is critical to the success of the event and is an area where
you should let your creativity flow! Generally, you should start the pre-hype about
30 days in advance of your event in order to start raising awareness. In most cases,
registrations will not begin right away (in fact, nearly 75% of your registrations will
come in within a couple of days of your event), however hyping your event early is the
key to making it known that attendees will not want to miss out. Here are two ideas
that we’ve seen work well to build excitement for the event:
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Zoom background menu: Provide your attendees with a series of Zoom backgrounds
that they can choose from and personalize their participation with. These
backgrounds are easy to create (nearly every school has a social Wall
Paper Wednesday) and create a personalized experience that drives excitement.
Commemorative event cocktail/mocktail: Send your attendees a craft cocktail recipe
specific to the event with the call to action to hoist this commemorative cocktail during
the event.

AUCTION:

While the “live” auction items will be featured throughout the live event, bidders will
still bid on them in the same way they bid on silent auction items. A good duration for
your virtual program is about 30 minutes, so you will need to be timely and efficient
in describing your 8-12 featured auction items. To add some excitement, you should
choose 4-5 of the best auction items you have and feature them during the program.
Additionally, make sure your auctioneer creates hype around the items and maintains
a level of enthusiasm throughout the duration of the program. Perhaps a good
strategy would be calling attention to the current highest bidder and encouraging
future bids to come in.
In featuring the “live auction” items during your program, you should not only describe
the items, but create a little hype around their value. Also during this time, you could
possibly engage the audience with friendly banter between the emcee and auctioneer
while encouraging participants to keep bidding. Non-bidders can participate in a chat
“play-by-play” moderated via Zoom.
One of the great things about having a mobile bidding option is that you can open
your auction as early as you’d like. Opening the silent and live auctions early in the
day will provide you the opportunity to maximize the hype around your virtual event
taking place later in the day. Additionally, an early opening to bidding will give your
attendees the chance to learn about the process behind mobile bidding prior to the
start of the event. Try to open the auction at 8:00 a.m. and inform your participants via
email and social media that bidding has begun. Send out reminders throughout the
day that both encourage participants to visit the mobile bidding site and prepare them
for the evening ahead.
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KEEPING VIEWERS ENGAGED:

Every moment needs to count to avoid losing participants to barking dogs or
deliveries during “fundraising moments.” Even one boring moment can create
abandonment from the event. Here are a couple of ideas to keep people in their seats
until the end!
Have donors share photos of themselves participating in the gala from home! For
example, attendees can post photos dressed in the university swag and attendees
can use a polling function to vote on the most festive attendee.
“Save your best for last:” Have your highest profile guest – or perhaps a mystery
guest – address the group after the auction component of the gala. This guest can
arrive via Zoom and chat with guests as a motivating send-off!
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